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It is now one hundred years since the first edition of

Darwin's epoch-making book "On the Origin of Spe-

cies" appeared in the London bookstalls. It would be

difficult to overestimate the immediate impact of this

work, or its continuing influence throughout the ensuing

centur}^ not only upon all branches of biology but also

upon the other sciences and indeed upon virtually all

fields of human thought. It has been said with some de-

gree of truth that "Next to the Bible no work has been

quite as influential, in virtually every aspect of human
thought, as the 'Origin of Species.'

"

To the student of cultivated plants, the book was —
and is —of special interest because Darwin's conclusions,

arguments and theories were founded, to a large extent,

on his monumental studies of domestic animals and cul-

tivated plants. The first chapter in the book is devoted

to this subject, and Darwin subsequently wrote a two-

volume treatise on the variation of animals and plants

under domestication. He believed that the key to the

problems of modification and adaptation was to be found

in the study of variation of organisms under domcstica-
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tion. A ])assagc in the introduction to ''On the Origin

of Species" makes this abundantly clear:

At the conimencenient of my observations it seemed to me probable

tliat a careful study of domesticated animals and of cultivated plants

would offer the best chance of makinn; out this obscure problem. Nor

have I been disap)pointed ; in this and in all other perplexing cases I

have invariably found that our knowledge, imperfect though it be, of

variation under domestication, afforded the best and safest clue. I

may venture to express my conviction of the high value of such stud-

ies, although they have been very commonly neglected by naturalists.

Darwin's studies on domestic animals and plants, to-

getlier with those of De Candolle on the origins of culti-

vated plants, have been the inspiration for our own work,

at once more restricted in its scope and more intensive

in its treatment, on the origin of Indian corn. It is now
twenty years since we proposed the tripartite theory^

which postulates (A) that cultivated maize originated

from a wild form of pod corn which was once indigenous

to the lowlands of South America; (B) that teosinte (Zca

mcivkana), the closest relative of mai/e, is the product

of a natural hybridization of Zea and Tripsacum which

occurred after cultivated maize had been introduced by

man into Central America; (C) that new types of corn

originating directly or indirectly from this cross and ex-

hibiting admixture with Tripsacum or teosinte comprise

the majority of modern Central American and North

American varieties.

During these twenty years, an impressive volume of

new research bearing on the problem lias been completed,

much of it stimulated and guided by the theory itself.

^ In this paper we, like other students of mai/e, use the word
*

'theory" in its popular or seniipopular meaning. In a strict sense,

we are not dealing]: with tlieories —certainly not with theories involv-

inrr broad principles —but with hypotheses. Webster's Dictionary

defines hypothesis as '\a tentative theory or supposition, provisionally

adopted to explain certain facts and to guide in the investigation of

others."



During this same period, the theory has also been the

object of Hvely controversy and of strong objections. On
this hundredth anni^'ersary of the pubhcation of Darwin's

''On the Origin of Species" and the twentieth anniver-

sary of our own more modest contribution, it seems ap-

propriate to take a broad new look at the entire problem

of the origin of corn —a problem which not only is fas-

cinating in its own right, but one whose solution prom-

ises to shed some light on the evolution of other culti-

vated species. It is our purpose, then, to evaluate both

the old and the new evidence as well as the objections;

to consider the various theories which have been pro-

posed ; and to review the extensive relevant literature

wdiich has appeared in the last two decades*

In discussing theories on the origin and evolution of

maize, it is perhaps inevitable that we should give major

attention to our own. There is nothing unusual in this

situation. Most new theories, if they are taken seriously

at all, have strong objections raised against them. It is

one of the obligations of their authors to give serious

consideration to these objections and to answer them if

possible, since if they fail to do so, it may erroneously

be assumed that the theory has been disproved. If the

objections cannot be answered in a logical and plausible

way with the facts at hand, then either the theory is weak

and requires modification or more evidence is needed. In

either case, the free exchange of opinions, although sel-

dom completely objective on either side, can serve a use-

ful purpose. Controversy —up to a point —can some-

times be as useful as research in clarifying a problem.

General Consiuerations

Most of the objections to our tripartite theory of the

origin of maize are directed specifically at one of its three

parts, but some are of a more general nature. These are
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considered here: \Vcatherwax (30) says of the theory:

''Its most obvious general weakness is that there is so

much theorj^ in proportion to the available facts. It is

tophcavy with assumptions of such character that if any

one of them shouhl be rejected the whole structure would

fall/' And in essentially the same words he reiterates

(31): ''Our principal criticism of this ingenious exi)lana-

tion is that it involves too much theory for the facts. It

is top-heavy with premises so interdependent that the

failure of any one of them will cause the whole structure
? 9

to fall.

Whether or not the theory is top-heavy w
ported premises is largely a matter of person;

ami each reader is entitled to his o^vn. H

unsup-

Weathcrwax's statements were once true, they are cer-

tainly less so today, for the theory now has much more

evidence in its su])port than when it was first proposed

or even when the objections quoted above were made.

Furthermore, these objections have overlooked some of

the significant evidence which was even then available.

AVe are disturbed by the fact that the extensive biblio-

graphy, which is a j^art of the joint chapter by Weather-

wax and Randolph in a recent book (25), omits a number

of significant papers. The omissions are especially unfor-

tunate when the authors cite one paper (2G) which they

believe supports their conclusions and omit two others

])ub]ishcd in the same journal (21^33) which are contrary

to them.

The statements with regard to the interdependence of

our Dremises and the charn-e that "if one of them should

be reiected fair' are sim

without foundation. It should be obvious, and in an

earlier publication (18) we have emphasized the fact, that

the three parts of this theory, although providing an in-

tegrated picture of the origin of corn, are, to a large cx-
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tent, independent of eaeh other. This becomes clear if

f

ment and ask whether proof of

iroves the other two as well. Foi

ample, would the discovery of a wild or fossil form of

pod corn, although clearly proving pod corn to be the

ancestral form, either prove or disprove the assumption

that teosinte is a hybrid of maize and Tripsacum or that

modern varieties of maize have been modified by intro-

gression from teosinte? Or would proof that teosinte can

be artificially produced by hybridizing maize and Trip-

sacum prove also that pod corn is the ancestral form and

that modern corn is strongly contaminated w^ith teosinte?

Since the three parts of the theory are obviously to a

large extent independent, it seems appropriate to discuss

objections to them separately. The remainder of this

paper is concerned only with the first part : the postulate

that cultivated corn originated from a form of pod corn.

The succeeding papers in this series \vill treat other as-

pects of the problem.

Pod Corx, the Axcestrai. Foilm

The theory that cultivated maize originated from pod

corn, a form in which the individual kernels are enclosed

in floral bracts as they are in other cereals and in the ma-
jority of grasses, is not original with us, although we
have made a contribution to it by adding the assumption

that the ancestral pod corn was necessarily quite different

from the monstrous pod corn found in modern, highly

domesticated varieties. The original idea we owe to

Saint- Hilaire (23), who was apparently the first to offer

any comment on the origin of cultivated maize and also

the first to suggest that pod corn represents the ances-

tral form. Weadopted the pod-corn theory only after

our extensive studies of maize-teosinte hybrids had sug-

gested to us that teosinte is itself a hybrid of maize and
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TriDsacum and could therefore be dismissed

Pod corn, then, u})peared to be the only

bl

we resorted, as have several of our critics,

hypothetical ancestral form which is now e

The strongest objections to the pod-corn

come from VVeatherwax ('29, 30, 31). Thcv fi

\) Pod corn is "equivocal," a

d

seems to b

extremely variable." (B) Tt is monstrous and sterile.

!) It is similar to other monstrosities like teopod and

rn grass. (D) It does not have the characteristics of a

wild grass. (E) Tt could not have existed in the wild.

(F) It is the product of plant hormone action. (G) The

weaker form of pod corn, "half tunicate," which at first

glance seems to be a more promising ancestral form, af-

fects only the glumes and does not influence the other

characteristics of the plant. Let us examine these objec-

tions se{)arately.

(A). The first objection is fallacious in two respects:

(a) The character, although often variable, is little, if

more so than other characteristics of

d features which

from If

fo

rule out all characters of the corn i)lant which are highly

variable, we can do little more than say that it was a

bj

far been in remarkable agreement, (b) 1

back

environment are held constant. Through re})eated back-

crossing, we have transterred both the Tu and the Ui'^

genes to two inbred strains, A158 and T^JO. Although

the difTcrent genotypes which can be produced with the
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three alleles at this locus are very different in the two in-

breds and their hybrids, there is Httle if any more varia-

tion within the genotype than there is in nontunicate ears

of these same inbred strains. The uniformity within any
one genotype, when the alleles at the pod-corn locus are

incorporated into a uniform genetic background, proves

that the variability of pod corn —what has been called

its
*

'equivocal" nature —is primarily a matter of varia-

tion in the genetic background. What we see in any ear

or plant of pod corn is the product not only of the 1\l

or tu^ gene but of these genes interacting with all other

genes.

(B). The interaction of the tunicate gene with other

genes is an important fact to be remembered in consider-

ing the second objection, that pod corn is monstrous.

This objection is not only beside the point, since we
have always assumed that the ancestor of corn was neces-

sarily a non-monstrous form of pod corn, but it is also

not valid. It is, of course, true that modern pod corn is

often monstrous, especially when homozygous. Webe-

lieve, however, that its monstrousness has been misunder-

stood; pod corn is monstrous today only because it is a

wild relict character (a conclusion reached also by Brieger,

4, 5,6, 7) superimposed upon modern, highly heterozy-

gous and vigorous varieties, some of them the product of

teosinte introgrcssion. Today's pod corn is comparable

to a 1900 chassis powered by the engine of a 1959 car.

The surprising thing is not that pod corn is somewhat
monstrous but that it is not more so —that the particular

genie locus that governs its expression is capable of func-

tioning at all in a milieu so different from that in which

it once served and to wiiich it was undoubtedly well

adapted. Wehave assumed that pod corn would be less

monstrous and would exhibit normal grass characteristics

when combined with the other ''wild" crenes. Brieirer
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(.3, C) sought tliese in corn's relative, teosinte; we hoped

to find them in varieties of popcorn. This hope has been

reahzed as will become apparent later in this paper, when

the genetic reconstruction of the ancestral form of corn

is described.

The sterility of homozygous pod corn, like its gener-

ally monstrous nature, has evidently also been misunder-

stood. Weatherwax mentions its "self-sterility"' —an

inaccurate term —and states that little, if any, pollen is

produced and that this is rarely functional. Briegcr (5)

states that the sterility is "still unexplained." Actually,

sterility is not an inherent characteristic of pod corn ; it

is, in fact, nothing more than a strictly physiological or

mechanical effect of overgrown glumes. If the glumes

are monstrous, the anthers do not reach full develop-

ment ; apparently they do not compete successfully for

energy with the rampantly-growing glumes. A poten-

tially sterile tassel of homozygous pod corn can some-

times be induced to become fertile by the early removal

of the central spike which is usually massive and bears

the most monstrous glumes.

If the glumes are well developed but not particularly

monstrous, the anthers may develop normally but fail

to be exserted. Under these conditions, they may shed

their pollen while still enclosed within the glumes. This

pollen, which sifts out between the glumes in consider-

able amounts, is perfectly normal in appearance and is

quite functional. Wehave produced a number of })ro-

f

2\itu by apj)lying it to the

f

shortened still further by comb

7

not only develop normally but are also normally exserted.

AVc now have strains of homozygous pod corn which
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regularly exsert their anthers and shed pollen abundantly.

There is no basis whatever for the suggestion (31) that

we have, through selection, imparted fertility to a type

of maize which never before possessed it. What we have

done is merely to reduce the monstrosity of pod corn by

combining the Tu gene with modifying and inhibiting

genes, so that the glumes of the staminate spikelets no

longer interfere with the development or release of the

pollen. There is no type of pod corn so monstrous or so

sterile that it cannot be changed in a few generations to

a normal, fertile type bj^ introducing modifying and in-

hibiting genes from varieties of popcorn.

(C). The comparison of pod corn to other single-gene

anomalies in maize, especially teopod and corn grass, is

not as significant as it might at first glance appear. It is

true that both of these types exhibit certain characteris-

tics which might be regarded as primitive (28, 24): for

example, a freely-branching growth habit and seeds partly

or completely enclosed by floral structures. And pod corn

does indeed resemble teopod and corn grass in being often

monstrous. But pod corn, however equivocal and how-

ever monstrous, consistently and invariably has one im-

portant characteristic which the majority of cereals have

and which wild maize is generally assumed to have had

:

glumes enclosing the caryopses. Both teopod and corn

grass occasionally have long glumes ; more frequently,

perhaps, they bear long spathes (9, 28), Neither of them
consistently has the essential wild characteristic of glume-

enclosed seeds as does pod corn.

In an earlier publication (18), it was emphasized that

a mutation to pod corn has never been observed in pedi-

greed cultures, which, in the production of hybrid seed

corn, involve large numbers of artificially pollinated

plants. Weatherwax has contended that the failure to

find mutations to pod corn in pedigreed stock ''need not
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be tlie cause of much concern*' (30), since tlie occurrence

of teopod and corn grass is also infrequent. He is in error.

The teopod character has appeared repeatedly in com-

mercial hybrids and is recognized in the hybrid seed-corn

industry as a recurring mutant. Corn grass lias been found

at least twice, according to ])ublished reports, and prob-

ably many additional times. \\"e know that one corn

grass mutant was lost by being lioed out by laborers who
thought it to be a weed. How often this has occurred

there is no wa)" of telling. In contrast, the mutation to

])od corn has never been reported under circmnstances

w^liere contamination could be ruled out. Millions of ears

of inbred strains and their first-generation hybrids have

now been studied by corn breeders, and no one has yet

reported finding pod corn in a single one.

(1)). The contention that pod corn does not have the

characteristics expected in a wild grass, especially a freely-

branching habit, again overlooks the fact that modern

l)()d corn is the product of a single gene superimposed

upon liighly domesticated varieties most of which are not

themselves freely branching. Weathcrwax, himself (i^T),

})ointed out many years ago that pod corn is not a vari-

ety distinct from all others —that pod corn can be classi-

fied as a fiint, flour, dent, sweet, or po})corn. l?y the

same token, pod corn can become freely branching if the

pod-corn gene is combined w^ith the genes of a freely-

branching form. This is well illustrated when pod corn

is combined with freely-tillering varieties of popcorn (15).

It is strikingly illustrated when it is combined with teo-

sinte, an extremely freely-branching plant.

(K). The assertion that pod corn could not ha\'e existed

in the wild is based, w^e believe, on the conception of pod

corn as a monstrosity. Certainly the pod corn resulting

from incornoratintr the Tu trene in most varieties of mod-
Id nlant. H
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of the strains developed by combining pod corn with pop-

corn, especially those with tassel seeds, should be quite

capable of perpetuating themselves in the wild in a suit-

able environment.

(F). The suggestion (30) that the characteristics of pod

corn are the product of plant hormone action is quite

valid but wholly irrelevant. It is undoubtedly true that

pod corn involves plant hormone action, but we do not

see how this fact can be regarded as evidence against the

idea of pod corn as the ancestral form. Wewould assume

that some of the principal changes which have occurred

in the maize plant during the course of its evolution under

domestication are concerned with the nature and amount

of various plant hormones or in the manner in which

these act. Indeed, we suspect that one of the effects of

the pod-corn gene is to direct the plant's energy into

terminal inflorescences and that one of the reasons why
modern homozygous pod corn is usually monstrous is be-

cause all of the energy of a massive single stalk goes into

a single terminal inflorescence. Our crosses of pod corn

and popcorn indicate that terminal inflorescences are less

monstrous when they occur on a plant with a number

of stalks. A freely-tillering plant undoubtedly has a dil-

ferent hormonal complex than a single-stalked one.

(G). The conclusion that the half-tunicate form of pod

corn, although in some respects more promising as a wild

ancestor than the full tunicate, involves only the glumes

of the ear, is erroneous and results from confusing half

tunicate with the character, first recognized as "pallee

sviluppate" by Bonvicini (8), later by Andres (2) as

"semivestidos" and more recently by Galinat (10) as

"papyrescent." Weatherwax's (30) illustration of half

tunicate is almost certainly that of a papyrescent ear.

Mangelsdorf (13) once made a similar error but was for-

tunate, as the result of test crosses, in discovering it be-
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fore drawing conclusions about the nature of pod corn.

'I'he ear of Peruvian corn, wliich he ilhistrated (Hi) as a

form of pod corn, proved upon further study, including

its introduction into uniform inbred strains, to be not

half tunicate but rather the cliaracter now known aspapy-

rescent. This character does appear to afTect only the

glumes of the pistillate inflorescence and in this respect

differs decidedly from half tunicate which, as will be

shown by data presented later, produces virtually all of

the effects of tunicate, only in a lesser degree.

Weourseh es have given serious consideration to the

possibility that half tunicate, rather than tunicate, is the

ancestral type and that the latter may be an extreme

form —the product of a pseudoallclic locus which has

arisen during domestication as a mutation resulting from

the duplication of an existing locus. Wedo not yet rule

out this possibility ; indeed we have for some 5^ears been

developing stocks to determine whether the 7\i locus is

a comi)Ound one whose elements are sometimes separated

by crossing over to produce
*

'mutations" to hali^tunicate.

A preliminary experiment on this point conducted in

the summer of 1958 produced one apparent mutation

from tunicate to half tunicate which was accompanied

b}" crossing over between the su and ^73 loci on chromo-

some 4.

lUit w^hether tunicate or half tunicate is the ancestral

form is of secondary importance since both are pod corn

and both in\ olve the 7V locus on chromosome 4. There

can be no doubt that tliere have been changes at this

locus and little doubt that these changes have been a

factor in corn's evolution under domestication. This is

demonstrated by the facts set forth below.

The Effects of the Alleles at the 7V Locus

One result of our intensive stud}^ of i)od corn has been
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the discovery of alleles, previously unknown, at the Tu
locus, the most useful of which is the intermediate allele

tu^\ By incorporating the two higher alleles in the series,

Tu and tu^^^ into a uniform inbred strain (A158) through

repeated backcrossing, it has been possible to produce

six distinct genotypes as follows: TuTu, Tidu^^ TiiUi^

iuHu}\ tuHii^ tutu. A comparison in a large number of

characteristics of these six genotypes has now been made
and the data have been briefly summarized in a prelim-

inary statement (IG) and will be reported in detail else-

where. It can be said here that a comparison of the six

genotypes, which are isogenic except for the Tu-tii locus,

provides a clearer understanding than we have had before

of what these genes actuall}^ do. And what they do is

both remarkable and highly significant with respect to

gaining a conception of corn's evolution under domesti-

cation. Data on several of the characteristics which were

studied are presented in Tablk L They show that in

proceeding through this series of six genotypes in the

direction from TuTu to tutu the following changes oc-

cur: (a) A decline in the prominence of the terminal

inflorescence, the tassel, and a corresponding increase in

the development of the lateral inflorescence, the ear.

(b) A change from a predominantly pistillate tassel to a

wholly staminate one. (c) A progressive decrease in the

length and weight of the glumes and a corresponding

increase in the size and weight of the rachis.

All of these profound changes are of a kind which

might have occurred in evolution under domestication

;

all of them tend to make the corn plant less able to sur-

vive in the wild and more useful to man. It is important

to note, for example, that reduction in the weight of the

tassel has been accompanied by an increase approximately

five times as great in the weight of the ear, the food-stor-

age organ. Likewise, the reduction in the pistillate
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Tablio I. Six isogenic stocks, differing in alleles at the Tu locus, com-

pared in various characteristics.

Characteristics

Genotypes

TuTii Tutw^

Total weight inflorescences, gms.

Weight of tassels

Weight of ears

Percentage of total in ears

Percent pistillate spikelets in tassels

Average length staniinate glumes, cms

Total weight of cobs, gms.

Weight of pistillate glumes

Weight of hises

Percentage of total in rachises

28.9

2H.9

0.0

0.0

79.9

0.0

0.0

0.0

39.9

18.

S

21.6

0.9

1.9

6.4

5.3

1.1

17.2

Tutu iu^tuh tu^tu

72.2

12.7

59.5

51.1 82.1-

0.0

1.7

20. (J

16.5

4.1

19.9

98.9

89.7

90.7

0.0

1.4

17.7

6.8

27.8

133.3

6.7

126.6

95.0

0.0

1.2

24.0

li.2

10.5

42.5

tutu

130.1

4.9

125.2

96.2

0.0

1.0

22.7

8.7

10.9

glumes, which are not needed in cultivated maize, has

been accompanied by an increase in the size and weight

of the rachis, which is both the grain-bearing structure

and the container of the system of supply. In short, a

substantial part of corn's evolution under domestication

can be explained by a change in the hereditary material

at this single locus. No such profound and significant

changes in the direction away from a wild plant toward

a highly useful, domesticated one can be demonstrated

for teopod or corn grass or any otlier character in corn.

Perhaps it should be stated that we do not regard the

monstrous pod corn represented by the genotype TuTii

in this particular series as a model of the ancestral form.

It probably does have some of the essential characteris-

tics of wild corn —tassel seeds, long glumes, slender ra-

chises —but in highly exaggerated forms. Consequently

a comparison of the six genotypes on tliis particular ge-

netic background provides a kind of biologically magni-

fied view of some of the chanues which have occurred in

evolution under domestication.
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The Evidence fiiom Prehistoric Corn

If pod corn is the ancestral type, it should occur in

some collections of prehistoric corn and possibly in rep-

resentations on prehistoric pottery. It was while search-

ing for such representations that we discovered in the

Peabody Museumof Yale University a ceramic specimen

which we described some years ago as possibly being pod

corn (17). ^Ve also ilKistrated a second specimen from

the same museumwhich might be so interpreted. Since

then, we have seen ceramic replicas which might repre-

sent pod corn in the JNluseum of the University of Penn-

sylvania and in the Museumof the University of Cuzco

in Peru. Two of the latter are illustrated by Weather-

wax (30, Fig. 44).

Weatherwax (80) doubts that the Peabody Museum
specimens represent pod corn and suggests that they are

replicas or even casts^ made from nontunicate ears whose

overlapping grains have long, attenuated tips. He illus-

trates such an ear (30) and suggests that it might have

served as a model for the prehistoric ceramic specimens.

AVeatherwax has overlooked an important difference

between one of the ceramic replicas and the modern Peru-

vian ear with imbricated kernels —the variation in length

of the individual units. The glumes of pod corn are usu-

ally longest at the base of the ear and become progres-

sively shorter toward the tip. This is well illustrated in

Weatherwax's Fig. 51 (lower center) which shows vari-

ation in the spikelets of a single ear of pod corn. This

same kind of variation is exhibited in some degree in the

units of the prehistoric ceramic replica but it is conspicu-

ously absent in the kernels of the modern Peruvian ear

(cf. Weatherwax, Fig. 51, upper left, center and right).

^ There is no possibility of making a realistic representation of over-

lapping kernels from the cast of an ear; each kernel must be fash-

ioned separately and inserted in its proper place.
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ConscQUcntlv our oriirinal interpretation of

d

ble than W
Weatherwax's sugfjjestion is, however, quite useful in

raising an entirely different (question. Why are non-

tunicate ears with pointed, imbricated kernels common
in Peru and other countries of Latin America (0,22,82,

d

d

85, 80)?

One f} the correct one we sus-

pect —is that pointed, imbricated kernels represent, as

does pod corn, an ancient, relict, wild character which

still persists in cultivated corn especially in certain Peru-

vian races. Weknow that kernels of modern ])od corn

are often pointed; they are squeezed into this shape

durincT their development by the pressure of glumes.

Indeed, when occurring in the tassels, if they fall to be-

come pointed through pressure, they spread the glumes

apart thus inviting the depredations of insects and birds.

Such a characteristic would have a low surxival value in

nature. Consequently, we are forced to assume that, al-

though tlie kernels of wild pod corn were pointed, this

shape was determined in part genetically and not alone

by pressure applied during development, as is also the

case in the kernels of corn's relatives, Tripsacum and

teosinte. When the tunicate character was lost through

mutation the pointed, imbricated grains persisted for a

time and are still found widely distributed in some vari-

eties. They are, however, less common now than they

were prehistorically and are probably destined to disap-

pear completely, since they have no a]:)parent survival

value.

Here is an excellent example of the usefulness of con-

troxersy. P}" raising doubts about our conclusions on the
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nature of prehistoric replicas of pod corn, Weathcrwax
has compelled us to examine the significance of pointed,

imbricated kernels with the result that we have found a

far more plausible explanation for their occurrence than

that which wq had earlier (17) proposed —the introgres-

sion of Tripsacum and tcosinte.

jMore useful than ceramic replicas are actual prehistoric

specimens. Mangelsdorf (13) pointed out that many pre-

historic cobs have the deep pockets, with the general as-

pects of a honey comb, of heterozygous half tunicate and

concluded that these represent a weak form of pod corn.

Later, Mangelsdorf and Smith (19) found that many of

the prehistoric cobs of Bat Cave have the long glumes

and slender rachises characteristic of weak pod corn and

concluded that these, like the Peruvian cobs, involve an

expression of alleles at the 7'// locus. Both Weathcrwax

(29) and llandolpli (20) have expressed skepticism of the

conclusion. Weatherwax's statement on this point fol-

lows :

The illustrations shown are not very convincing as to the tunicate char-

acter of the materials at any level, and there must be somethinnr

wrong with the artist's reconstruction of the primitive podded ear, in

which the individual grains^ rather than the pairs qf grains ^ seem to be

spirally arranged.

The suspicion that ''
. . . there must be something

wrong w^ith the artist's reconstruction ..." is a classic

example of an observation colored by inhospitality to an

unwelcome idea. The fact is that the artist's reconstruc-

tion was printed side by side wuth an actual photograph

of the prehistoric specimen which shows clearly that the

individual spikelets are indeed spirally arranged. Nor is

this an unusual pattern in prehistoric corn. It would be

surprising if Weathcrwax had not himself encountered

it, Anderson (1) described some of the prehistoric Peru-

vian specimens as having cross spirals, like a pine cone.
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It is unfortunate, we think, that Weathcrwax's errone-

ous statement, whieh reflects upon the accuracy of the

artist, has never been corrected, although there have

been several opportunities in subsequent publications for

doing so.

The basis for skepticism regarding tlie tunicate nature

of other prehistoric specimens which we have described

as weak forms of pod corn is little if any better. It is

true that only a few prehistoric specimens

modern pod corn have been found (8, 11), but this is not,

in any case, the kind of pod corn that we should expect

to find commonly among prehistoric specimens. If mod-

ern pod corn is monstrous because it has lost its modi-

fiers, then prehistoric pod corn, not so far removed from

wild corn, should be a more restrained form. As men-

tioned above, Mangelsdorf (13) has shown that some of

the prehistoric corn of Peru has glumes similar to those

occurring in heterozygous, half-tunicate modern maize.

More recently, we have discovered (15) in a variety of

popcorn a major inhibitor of the tunicate character and

it has been possible by combining this gene with the 7\i

and tu^ genes to synthesize a wide range of types match-

ing many of the prehistoric specimens. Weknow of no

other way in which such matching specimens can be

d

Tl

d slender rachises is pod

corn finally becomes little mc

mantics. Randolnh. for exam

It is difficult to see in these specimens of the most ancient cultivated

maize thus far discovered, or in the existing wild relatives of maize,

any support for the hypothesis that maize orip^inated from a primitive

type of pod corn of the sort that is known to be controlled by the

dominant Tu allele in chromosome 4 of maize.

And Weatherwax, in commenting upon the possible
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differences between modern cultivated corn and the orig-

inal pod corn, states (80):

It may be contended that these deficiencies of pod corn are due to

characteristics of cultivated corn which have been superimposed upon
its original nature by recent hybridization, but there is a question as

to how raucii liberty of this sort we may take w^ith the plant and still

call it pod corn or talk about its characteristics as being primitive.

It is true that when we pro])osed the pod-corn theory

we had in mind a restrained form of pod corn controlled

by the Tu gene on chromosome 4 in combination with

a complex of modifying factors. Since then, as the result

of intensive studies of pod corn, stimulated and guided

by this part of our theory, we have discovered not only

lower alleles at this locus but also modifying and inhib-

iting factors. V^arious combinations of these alleles and

modifying and inhibiting factors can produce a gamut
of types ranging from those in w^hich the glumes are

scarcely longer than those of modern varieties of sweet

corn to those in which the glumes are several inches in

length. In this wide range, where does normal corn end

and pod corn begin? Weha\'e weak forms of the geno-

type Tutu whose glumes are much less conspicuous than

those found in monstrous forms of the genotype tu^tu^.

Is one of these pod corn and the other not and which is

the pod corn?

Until specimens matching prehistoric cobs are synthe-

sized by methods other than the one which we have suc-

cessfully employed —that of combining alleles at the Tu
locus w^itli inhibiting and modifying factors —we shall

continue to assume that these prehistoric specimens pos-

sessing relatively long glumes and slender rachises are

forms of pod corn.

Pod Corn in Living Varieties

The conclusion that changes at the 7\i locus on chrom-

osome 4 represent an important factor in the evolution
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of maize under domestication is further supported by the

occurrence —more widespread than had previously been

suspected —of various forms of pod corn among the Hving

varieties of this hemisphere. The extreme form condi-

tioned by the T'u gene lias been found in Colombia,

lirazil, Peru and Bolivia. It is apparently quite common
in Bolivia where, according to a report from Sefior Dick

Edgar Ibarra Grasso, Director, Museo Arqueologico,

Universidad Mayor de San Simon, Cochabamba, Bolivia,

it occurs in many of the valleys on the eastern slopes of

the Andes.

The half-tunicate form of pod corn controlled by the

///'' locus has appeared in varieties from Ecuador, Para-

guay and Peru (14). It, or something like it, is rather

common in a Peruvian coastal race, Perla. Mr. Alexan-

der Grobman of the National School of Agriculture near

Lima has reported that one to two percent of the inbred

strains isolated from this race are segregating for half-

tunicate ; in some collections the frequency is even higher.

How is this situation to be explained? Either wild corn

was pod corn and had the genotype Tu Tu or tu^tii^ or

it was not and had the genotype tutu. If it was not pod

corn, then the Tu and tii^ genes now found in corn must

represent mutations from the lower allele to the higher

alleles in the series. Mutations from lower to higher al-

leles do occur but are not common. More difficult to ex-

plain is the preservation of these higher alleles if they are

not the original ones. Wecan perha]:)S imagine that the

])od corn controlled by the Tu allele was preserved by

man as a curiosity" or for its supposed magical properties,

but this could scarcely be true of the weak pod corn con-

trolled by the fu^ gene since in the heterozj^gous condi-

tion it is not generally recognized. Yet, because of com-

petition between glumes and kernels, the weak pod corn

undoubtedly causes some reduction in the yield of grain
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and would be expected to have a low survival value.

Why, then, should this allele have even a higher fre-

quency than the Tu allele?

All of these difficulties can be avoided and the problem

becomes quite simple if we assume instead that wild corn

was TiiTiL which save rise throucrh mutations to the

lower alleles, tu^^ and tu. The Tu gene has largely dis-

appeared ; the tu^ gene is in the process of disappearing;

and it would seem that eventually all of the world's corn

will be tuiu, the most efficient genotype from the stand-

point of usefulness to man.

Another assumption mentioned earlier, which is al-

most equally simple and plausible, is that wild corn was

half tunicate, tuHu^\ which, through mutation, gave rise

to the nontunicate genotype, iutu, and, through unequal

crossing over, to the strongly tunicate form TuTu. The
first might have been preserved because of its obvious

usefulness, the second because of its supposed magical

properties.

It should be noted that both of the above assumptions

postulate that the progenitor of cultivated corn was a

form of pod corn and that changes at the Tu-tu locus

have been involved in corn's evolution under domesti-

cation.

Reconstructing the Ancestor of Corn

Perhaps the strongest support for the pod-corn theory

is provided by a genetic reconstruction of the ancestral

form (15). This was accomplished by crossing pod corn

with a number of freely-tillering varieties of popcorn and

through selection combining the Tu gene with a com-

plex of minus modifying factors and a majoring inhibit-

ing factor. The plants so produced have several stalks;

the tassels bear both male and female flowers, the former

above and the latter below on the same branches; the
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branches are brittle when mature, breaking apart easily

when disturbed by the wind or by birds, thus providing

a mechanism for the dispersal of the seeds. When ears

occur, they are borne at high positions on the stalk. In

these positions, the ears are small, sometimes branched,

bear both male and female flowers, and are enclosed by

only a few husks which flare open at maturity, allowing

the fragile ear to disperse its glume-covered seeds. Plants

of this reconstructed ancestral form have many of the

characteristics of a good wild grass, and they show a strik-

ing similarity in several of their botanical characteristics

to Tripsacum, a wild relative of maize. As mentioned

above, this reconstructed form, with some additional

modifications brought about by selection, might survi^e

in nature in a suitable environment.

This true-breeding pod corn sho\vs a resemblance in

its principal botanical characteristics to Weatherwax's

hypothetical ancestor of the American ^laydeae which

he described as follows (21))

:

Wepicture the ancestral form as a plant with the habit of teosinte

or of some of the tropical species of Tripsacum^ with paniculate inflo-

rescence terminating the main culm and the branches. Each inflores-

cence had pairs of staminate spikelets in the terminal portion and

pairs of pistillate spikelets toward the base of each of its branches.

The staminate spikelet was two-flowered, but the pistillate had only

one functional flower and a rudiment of another. The lower glume

of the pistillate spikelet and the adjacent rachis segment had probably

not yet developed into a hard shell.

Except that it is an annual and often has both male

and female spikelets in both inflorescences, the recon-

structed form is similar to the hypothetical w^ild maize

with which domestication began, described by Weather-

wax as follows (29):

It is conceivable, however, that there came a time when, by natural

processes, it had taken on an appearance not very different from that

of some relatively undeveloped varieties cultivated today. Tliat is, it

had terminal staminate panicles on a few main culms and ])istillate
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panicles in various stages of reduction to the spicate form on numerous
brandies. The small ears, witli eight or more rows of grain, were

partly enclosed in the leaf sheaths, and the small grains were partly

enclosed in the bracts of the spikelets.

How are we to account for the close resemblance be-

tween Weatherwax's hypothetical and our genetically

reconstructed ancestral form? Weatherwax has assumed

that the nature of corn's progenitor could be deduced

from a study of the characteristics of its living descend-

ants and relatives. Wehave assumed that genes control-

ling the principal characteristics of wild corn are not likely

to hav^e been completely lost in several thousand genera-

tions of domestication ; that they still exist in cultivated

varieties; and that the ancestral form can be recon-

structed by recombining them. The fact that the two

methods produce essentially the same end result is either

a remarkable coincidence or an indication that both meth-

ods are valid and that the picture of corn's ancestor which

both produce may be a reasonably accurate one.

Summary

The evidence for and against the pod-corn theory has

been reviewed; the principal objections to it have been

considered; and plausible answers to all of them have

been found in the evidence now at hand.

1. Pod corn is ''equivocal" only when its genetic back-

ground is variable. In inbred strains or in uniform Fi

hybrids the pod character is no more variable than other

characteristics of the plant.

2. Modern pod corn is often monstrous and sometime

3rile because it is the product of an ancient relict gem
perimposed upon highly heterozygous, vigorous mod

ern varieties. It nor sterile wh
combined with other primitive characters.
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3. Pod corn differs from other monstrous forms such

as teopod and corn grass in always exhibiting one charac-

teristic which wild corn must have had : kernels enclosed

and protected by glumes.

4. AV'hen pod corn is combined with some of the genes

of certain varieties of popcorn it exhibits a number of

characters of a wild grass: a freely-branching growth

habit, small pointed seeds, glumes enclosing the seeds

and a means of seed dispersal.

The fact that pod corn may be the prod

fo

Changes in plant hormone systems are to be expected

durincr evolution under domestication.

G. Although modern monstrous pod corn could not

exist in the wild, some of the forms produced by cross-

ing popcorn and pod corn are probably capable of doing

so in a suitable environment.

7. The conclusion that the half-tunicate form of pod

corn could not be the ancestral type because it involves

only the glumes is a result of confusing this characteris-

tic with another, the papj^rescent.

8. The fact that pointed, imbricated kernels have a

higher frequency in prehistoric corn than in modern corn

suggests that they represent a primitive character once

associated with the podded condition.

9. Prehistoric cobs suspected of representing various

types of pod corn can be matched by combining the al-

leles of the Tu locus with various modifying and inhibit-

mu fjenes.
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10. One of the lower alleles of pod corn, tu^\ has a high

frequency in living varieties. This would not be expected

if wild corn had been of the genotype tutu and if tu^^ rep-

resents a mutation occurring durinsf domestication.

IL A genetically reconstructed ancestral form pro-

duced by combining the cliaracteristics of pod corn with

those of certain varieties of popcorn is identical in vir-

tually all of its characteristics with the hypothetical an-

cestral form, based upon comparative morphology, de-

scribed by Weatherwax,

12. It is concluded that the pod-corn theory now has

greater validity and more evidence in its support than

when it was first proposed.
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